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Introduction
In preparation for the October 25-26, 2018 Energy Facility Siting Council (Council) meeting, the
Oregon Department of Energy (Department) provided a staff report to Council on October 12,
2018 for Agenda Item B, Council Review of the Proposed Order on the Golden Hills Wind Project
Request for Amendment 5 of the Site Certificate (proposed order). Agenda Item B includes two
potential Council decisions: the first decision is whether to grant or deny a contested case
proceeding on the proposed order; and if a contested case proceeding is not granted, the second
decision is whether to approve, amend or deny the proposed order. The deadline for submittal of
contested case requests occurred on the same date the staff report was provided to Council.
Therefore, a supplemental staff report is provided to support Council’s review of requests for
contested case received by the deadline.
Council Scope of Review on Contested Case Proceeding Requests for Site Certificate
Amendments
One request for a contested case proceeding on the proposed order was timely filed with the
Department by the October 12, 2018 deadline. The request was received from Ms. Irene Gilbert,
as an individual and on behalf of Friends of the Grande Ronde Valley (FGRV). The following
evaluation presents the Department’s recommendations to Council on: 1) whether the request
satisfies the requirements for requesting a contested case proceeding; 2) whether the issues were
properly raised on the record of the draft proposed order public hearing; and 3) whether each of
the issues identified in the request justifies a contested case proceeding.
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Evaluation of Request for Contested Case
Individuals eligible to participate in a contested case proceeding must submit to the Department a
request, by a specified deadline, that contains responses to the information requirements of OAR
345-027-0071(6)(a) – (j).
Evaluation of Whether Issue Was Properly Raised
Pursuant to OAR 345-027-0071(5), in order to be eligible to request a contested case proceeding
on the proposed order, a person must have properly raised the issue. To properly raise an issue,
the person must have:
(1) Commented either in writing or in person on the record of the draft proposed order public
hearing, from July 13 through August 23, 2018;
(2) Raised the issue with sufficient specificity to afford the Council an adequate opportunity to
respond; and,
(3) Raised an issue that is within the jurisdiction of the Council.
For reference, the Department provides additional description for the Council’s review of the
eligibility requirements listed above.
Sufficient Specificity
For an issue to have been raised with sufficient specificity, the individual must have presented
facts on the record of the draft proposed order public hearing that support the individual’s
position on the issue (OAR 345-027-0067(3)(e)(F)). It is not sufficient for an individual to refer to
one of Council’s standards and make generalized assertions that a standard has not been met.
Jurisdiction
An issue is outside of Council jurisdiction if it has no authority to render a decision on the issue. In
general, Council has jurisdiction to determine whether the facility, with proposed changes, meets
a Council standard and all other applicable state statutes and rules.
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Evaluation of Whether Request Raises Significant Issue of Law or Fact
OAR 345-027-0071(9) contains the standard of review for contested case requests for site
certificate amendments. It states:
“To determine that an issue justifies a contested case proceeding, the Council must find
that the request raises a significant issue of fact or law that may affect the Council’s
determination that the facility, with the change proposed by the amendment, meets the
applicable laws and standards included in chapter 345 divisions 22, 23 and 24.”
Therefore, simply raising a significant issue of law or fact is not sufficient to justify a contested
case. The significant issue of law or fact must have some connection to the Council’s
determination whether the facility, which in this case is the Golden Hills Wind Project, with
proposed changes, meets applicable laws and Council standards.
OAR 345-027-0071(10) gives the Council three options for action on a contested case request:
Option 1: Under OAR 345-027-0071(10)(a), if the Council finds that an issue justifies a
contested case under the criteria quoted above, the Council can decide to conduct a
contested case proceeding. The contested case proceeding would be limited to the issues
that the Council found sufficient to justify the proceeding.
Option 2: Under OAR 345-027-0071(10)(b), if the Council finds that the request identifies
one or more properly raised issues that an amendment to the proposed order, including
modification to conditions, would settle in a manner satisfactory to the Council, the
Council may deny the request as to those issues and direct the Department to amend the
proposed order and send a notice of the amended proposed order to the persons
described in OAR 345-027-0071(4).
Option 3: Under OAR 345-027-0071(10)(c), if the Council finds that an issue does not
justify a contested case under the criteria quoted above, the Council can deny the
contested case request. The Council would issue a written order specifying the basis for
the decision. The Council would then have the further option to adopt, modify or reject
the proposed order on the amendment request.
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Department Evaluation of Request for Contested Case
Ms. Gilbert/FGRV provided written comments and oral testimony on August 23, 2018 on the
record of the draft proposed order. In these comments, Ms. Gilbert/FGRV raised 9 issues. In her
request for a contested case proceeding (request) received on October 12, 2018, provided as
Attachment 1, she includes 6 issues which she represents to be of the 9 issues raised in her August
23, 2018 comments, provided as Attachment 2. Based on review, the Department recommends
Council consider the request filed to satisfy the informational requirements of OAR 345-0270071(6). To the extent that the request modifies issues from those raised on the record of the
draft proposed order, and when the modification is not related to a material change presented in
the proposed order, the Department recommends Council not allow or consider such changes.
Pursuant to OAR 345-027-0071(5), if the action recommended in the proposed order differs
materially from the draft proposed order, including any recommended conditions of approval,
persons eligible to request a contested case may raise new issues within the jurisdiction of the
Council that are related to such differences.
To the extent that the request provides additional documentation in support of issues, the
Department recommends Council not allow or consider such information. Information intended
to be considered in support of comments and issues should be provided on the record of the draft
proposed order public hearing. The record of the draft proposed order closed on August 23, 2018
and a request to extend the comment period was not received.
The analysis presented below includes the Department’s evaluation of whether the issue was
properly raised and whether the issue justifies a contested case.
Irene Gilbert Issue 1
“The developer must be required to do pre-construction documentation of wells on nonparticipating landowner's property adjacent to the wind development. The wells need to
be monitored during construction and operation of the wind development to assure the
development has not resulted in changes including reduced capacity, sedimentation or
toxic substances in the water in the area of the wind development.”*
*Additional discussion was included with this issue in the request, which is not included for
brevity. See Attachment 1 of this Supplemental Staff Report for the complete request.
Recommendation: Council find core issue was properly raised on the record; modifications
included in the request for Issue 1 should not be considered
After reviewing Ms. Gilbert’s written and oral comments, the Department agrees that Ms.
Gilbert’s Issue 1 was provided in a comment on the record of the draft proposed order (Comment
1). Ms. Gilbert’s Comment 1 identified ORS 469.501(g) and (k) and the Public Services standard
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(OAR 345-022-0110) and expressed a concern related to potential drinking water impacts from
groundwater contamination from operational vibration from wind turbines. Therefore, the
Department recommends Council find that because the issue was raised on the record of the draft
proposed order with sufficient specificity and is within Council’s jurisdiction, Issue 1 was properly
raised.
In her request for Issue 1, in response to the OAR 345-027-0071(6)(d) requirement to provide a
statement describing why Council should determine that the issue justifies a contested case, Ms.
Gilbert modifies the issue as raised on the record of the draft proposed order and refers to and
provides four additional documents. Modifications include referencing additional standards for
which the issue applies (Structural Standard, and Soil Protection standard), and incorporates into
the issue a concern of potential impacts to public water wells and soils from wind turbine size and
weight; and a potential concern to groundwater from the facility’s well. As noted above, the
Department recommends Council not allow the request to modify the issue, unless based on a
material change presented in the proposed order, or introduce new substantive information not
previously provided on the record of the draft proposed order, as the appropriate opportunity for
introduction of new information occurs during a comment period.
Recommendation: Council find that Issue 1 does not raise a significant issue of fact or law that
may affect the Council’s determination
In Issue 1 of the request, as raised in Comment 1 on the record of the draft proposed order, Ms.
Gilbert expressed a concern of potential water quality impacts to adjacent non-participating
landowner wells from operational vibration from wind turbines. Based on the potential impacts,
and in order to find compliance with ORS 469.501(g) and (k) and the Public Services standard, Ms.
Gilbert requested that Council require the certificate holder to conduct a pre-construction
inventory of adjacent non-participating landowner wells, including well depth and quality, and
then to conduct water quality testing and monitoring of identified wells during both construction
and operation to assure adjacent non-participating landowners wells are not impacted by wind
turbine construction and operation and contain safe drinking water.
This issue, as raised in Comment 1 on record of the draft proposed order, is addressed in Section
III.M. Public Services of the proposed order, which Ms. Gilbert acknowledges in her request. In
this section, the Department provides two recommendations for Council.
First, the Department recommends that Council consider the information relied upon in support
of concerns related to groundwater impacts from wind turbine vibration to be editorial,
specifically related to a wind project in Ontario, Canada; and, therefore, not representative of
factual information relevant to the facility or the amendment request.1 However, as noted in the
1

In her August 23, 2018 comments on the record of the draft proposed order, Ms. Gilbert relies upon the following
media sources to support concerns regarding potential impacts to groundwater from wind turbine vibration:
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proposed order, the Department considers the information cited from the Wind Energy Siting
Handbook, American Wind Energy Association, describing potential water quality impacts from
aquifer collapse and compaction from construction-related blasting and contamination from
blasting material type, such as perchlorate, to be reasonably factual. Therefore, the Department
evaluated the sufficiency of previously imposed conditions to reduce potential groundwater
impacts from blasting, which the certificate holder is authorized. Council previously imposed
conditions under the Structural Standard, specifically Condition PRE-SS-02 (V.A.4) requiring the
certificate holder to design, engineer and construct the facility to avoid dangers to human safety
presented by non-seismic hazards (e.g. landslides, erosion, flooding and settlement). If the
certificate holder utilizes blasting as a construction technique, compliance with Condition PRE-SS02 (V.A.4) and PRE-SS-01 (V.A.1), as described in Section III.C. Structural Standard of the proposed
order, would minimize the likelihood of potential groundwater impacts by minimizing potential
subsurface risks such as aquifer collapse.
Second, the Department recommends Council find that the Public Services standard applies to
potentially significant adverse impacts to public and private providers of water service, and not
individual private water wells. Therefore, the Department recommends in the proposed order
that Council find documenting adjacent non-participating landowner wells and ongoing testing
and monitoring of such wells is not related to the Council’s Public Services standard and not
needed, given the previously imposed conditions under the Structural Standard.
In her request, Ms. Gilbert acknowledges the evaluation of her comments in the proposed order
but argues that private water wells should be considered under the Public Services standard
because the “provider of water is a private entity which would be the company who drilled the
well and the landowner who paid for it.” Further, she argues that the conditions referenced by the
Department do not address all of her comments, specifically risk of groundwater contamination
from wind turbine vibration. As noted above, the information previously provided by Ms. Gilbert
related to potential groundwater contamination from operational wind turbine vibration was
considered editorial in nature and specific to a facility in Canada, and therefore considered not
factual or relevant to the facility or the amendment request. Further, the Public Services standard
applies to public and private providers of a service – intended to apply to services provided to
members of a community, and not to an individual citizens’ privately owned commodity.
For the reasons described above, the Department recommends that the Council find that Ms.
Gilbert’s Issue 1 does not raise a significant issue of fact or law that may affect the Council’s
determination that the facility, as amended, meets an applicable standard.

“Turbines Have Negative Impact on our Drinking Water,” March 27, 2018, obtained from http://glbr-sos.org; and
“Wind turbines impact on groundwater to be discussed - Public Meeting planned August 10, 2016” obtained from
www.wind-watch.org
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Irene Gilbert Issue 2
“The Oregon Department of Energy and Energy Facility Siting Council failed to meet the
requiremernts [sic] of OAR 345-022-0000 requiring that the evidence on the record proide
[sic] a preponderance of evidence that the site complies with ORS 469.300 - 469.570 and
459.590 to 469.619 and standards adopted by the council. The communications from the
tribes raise legitimate issues which result in questions regarding whether or not the
development meets the above requirements. Not only were those issues not addressed by
the council, but the council failed to respond to requests for information which would have
resulted in a showing that the facility failed to meet standards for public safety, wildlife
protections, and the provision of public services. The record currently does not show a
preponderance of evidence to support the decisions that were made. On the contrary, the
record shows that there are questions regarding all the issues I have requested contested
cases on.”*
*Additional discussion was included with this issue in the request, which is not included for
brevity. See Attachment 1 of this Supplemental Staff Report for the complete request.
Recommendation: Council find Issue 2 was not properly raised on the record of the draft
proposed order
After reviewing Ms. Gilbert’s written and oral comments, the Department disagrees that Ms.
Gilbert’s Issue 2 was provided in a comment on the record of the draft proposed order (Comment
9), as referenced in her request. Therefore, the Department recommends Council find that
because the issue was not raised on the record of the draft proposed order, Issue 2 was not
properly raised.




On the record of the draft proposed order public hearing, Ms. Gilbert’s oral testimony and
written comments (Comment 9) expressed concern that the comment received from the
Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon (CTWS) suggests that
government to government consultation is needed and had not been completed.
In her request for a contested case proceeding, Ms. Gilbert’s Issue 2 identifies Council’s
General Standard of Review (OAR 345-022-0000), ORS 469.300 – 469.570 and 459.590 –
469.619 and argues generally that, based upon comments received from CTWS and
Confederated Tribes of Umatilla Indian Reservation (CTUIR) on the record of the draft
proposed order, that there is not a preponderance of evidence on the record to meet
standards for public safety, wildlife protections and provisions of public services.

The differences between Issue 2 as presented in the request and Comment 9 as provided on the
record of the draft proposed order public hearing include Ms. Gilbert’s reference to Council’s
General Standard of Review (OAR 345-022-0000) and ORS 469.300 – 469.570 and 459.590 –
469.619; and, incorporation into the issue a perceived lack of response to questions provided in
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CTUIR’s comments to support a statement that there is not a preponderance of evidence on the
record to meet standards for public safety, wildlife protections and provisions of public services.
The Department recommends Council not consider changes to the issue, as represented in
Comment 9 on the record of the draft proposed order, in its evaluation of Issue 2.
This issue, as raised in Comment 9 on record of the draft proposed order, was addressed in
Section III.K. Historic, Cultural and Archeological Resources of the proposed order, which Ms.
Gilbert acknowledges. In the proposed order, the Department describes that CTWS commented
on the proposed increase in temporary access road and crane path width and its potential impacts
to historic properties and stated that if there are any changes to the site boundary, then
additional identification, evaluation, and protection of historic properties or cultural resources
may be necessary, including review of RFA5 under Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA) (referred to as “government to government consultation”).
In the proposed order, the Department noted that the amendment request under review does
not includes changes to the site boundary and that the Section 106 NHPA (government to
government consultation) does not apply to Council review of proposed and amended energy
facilities because it is triggered by a federal nexus – a federal action. If the federal Section 106
NHPA applies, the certificate holder must comply with such requirements independent of and
outside the Council review process. Council considers potential historic, cultural and
archaeological impacts of facilities pursuant to state law and Council rules. Previous historic,
cultural and archaeological resource surveys for the ASC and subsequent amendments did not
identify Tribal resources within the site boundary, and the proposed changes in temporary access
road and crane path width would not result in changes to the previously approved site boundary.
For the reasons described above, the Department recommends that the Council find that Ms.
Gilbert’s Issue 2 was not properly raised.
Irene Gilbert Issue 3
“The development poses a risk to private and commercial aircraft as it exceeds the 500 foot
no fly zone.”
*Additional discussion was included with this issue in the request, which is not included for
brevity. See Attachment 1 of this Supplemental Staff Report for the complete request.
Recommendation: Council find core issue was properly raised on the record; modifications
included in the request for Issue 3 should not be considered
After reviewing Ms. Gilbert’s written and oral comments, the Department agrees that Ms.
Gilbert’s Issue 3 was provided in a comment on the record of the draft proposed order (Comment
3). Ms. Gilbert’s comment did not identify a standard, but expressed a concern related to
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potential safety risks to aircraft operators from the increase in total turbine height, as proposed in
Request for Amendment 5. Therefore, the Department recommends Council find that because the
issue was raised on the record of the draft proposed order with sufficient specificity and is within
Council’s jurisdiction, Issue 3 was properly raised.
In her request for Issue 3, in response to the OAR 345-027-0071(6)(d) requirement to provide a
statement describing why Council should determine that the issue justifies a contested case, Ms.
Gilbert modifies the issue as raised on the record of the draft proposed order and refers to
comments and a recommended condition amendment received on the record of the draft
proposed order from the Oregon Department of Aviation (Aviation). The Department did not
make material changes in the proposed order in response to Aviation’s comments; therefore, the
Department recommends Council not consider the above referenced changes to Issue 3.
Recommendation: Council find that Issue 3 does not raise a significant issue of fact or law that
may affect the Council’s determination.
This issue, as raised in Comment 3 on the record of the draft proposed order, was addressed in
Section III.P.1 Public Health and Safety for Wind Energy Facilities of the proposed order. In her
request, Ms. Gilbert does not address the evaluation of Comment 3 as presented in the proposed
order, but expresses a belief that the “Determination of No Hazard” 7460-1 process (or airspace
study) required for each wind turbine is not, but should be, a pre-construction requirement. As
described in the proposed order, prior to construction of any wind turbine, a Determination of No
Hazard from Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and Aviation is required. As described in the
proposed order, the certificate acknowledges that if a wind turbine is disallowed by FAA or
Aviation following review of the airspace study, wind turbines would not be constructed in those
identified locations.
For the reasons described above, the Department recommends Council find that Ms. Gilbert’s
Issue 3 does not raise a significant issue of fact or law that may affect the Council’s determination
that the facility, with proposed changes, satisfies the requirements of the Public Health and Safety
for Wind Energy Facilities standard.
Irene Gilbert Issue 4
“The setbacks from roads and structures are not adequate to provide for the health and
safety of the public as required by OAR 345-024-0010 and Land Use OAR 345-022-0030.”
*Additional discussion was included with this issue in the request, which is not included for
brevity. See Attachment 1 of this Supplemental Staff Report for the complete request.
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Recommendation: Council find Issue 4 was properly raised on the record; modifications included
in the request should not be considered
After reviewing Ms. Gilbert’s written and oral comments, the Department agrees that Ms.
Gilbert’s Issue 4 was provided in a comment on the record of the draft proposed order (Comment
4). Ms. Gilbert’s comment identified the Public Health and Safety Standard for Wind Energy
Facilities (OAR 345-024-0010), expressed a concern related to potential public health and safety
risks from turbine blade or ice throw, and requested Council impose a 1,000-foot setback from
wind turbines to roads and structures. Therefore, the Department recommends Council find that
because the issue was raised on the record of the draft proposed order with sufficient specificity
and is within Council’s jurisdiction, Issue 4 was properly raised.
In her request for Issue 4, in response to the OAR 345-027-0071(6)(d) requirement to provide a
statement describing why Council should determine that the issue justifies a contested case, Ms.
Gilbert modifies the issue as raised on the record of the draft proposed order by relating the issue
to compliance with the Council’s Land Use standard (OAR 345-022-0030), raising issue with
Condition PRE-LU-03 (IV.D.4), referring to and providing additional documentation in support of
the issue, and recommending a new setback condition based on 1.5 times the total turbine tower
height. As previously noted, the Department recommends Council not allow modification of the
issue or consider new substantive information not previously provided on the record of the draft
proposed order, as the appropriate opportunity for introduction of new information occurs during
a comment period.
Recommendation: Council find that Issue 4 does not raise a significant issue of fact or law that
may affect the Council’s determination
This issue, as raised in Comment 4 on the record of the draft proposed order, requested a 1,000foot setback from the proposed larger wind turbines to roads and structures based on a
referenced study. The Department reviewed the study and affirms that it is from a reputable
online database of peer-reviewed, scientific articles. In her request, Ms. Gilbert does not address
the evaluation of Comment 4 as presented in the proposed order, but expresses a continued
belief that setback distances from wind turbines to roads and structures are not sufficient to
provide adequate protection of public health and safety.
As addressed in Section III.P.1 Public Health and Safety for Wind Energy Facilities of the proposed
order, the Department considers the recommended 1,000-foot setback to be arbitrary as it is,
based on review of the referenced study, a value between those resulting from outputs of
modeled throw distances from wind turbines with significant variability ranging of 2 and 20 MW
and normal operating blade-tip speeds of 70 meters/second.
In response to Ms. Gilbert’s Comment 4 in the proposed order, the Department clarifies that OAR
345-024-0010(2) requires the Council to find that the certificate holder can design, construct and
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operate the facility to preclude structural failure of the tower or blades that could endanger
public safety. In other words, the Council must evaluate if the certificate holder has demonstrated
that it has the ability to preclude a structural failure in the first place through design, construction
and operation of the turbines. OAR 345-024-0010(2) does not establish a minimum setback
requirement nor require that a certificate holder demonstrate an elimination of all public health
and safety risk from unanticipated catastrophic failure [Emphasis added]. Instead, it requires that
the certificate holder design, construct and operate the facility to avoid such a failure, to have
adequate mechanisms in place to warn of an impending failure, and to minimize the
consequences of such failure.
In the proposed order, the Department presents the certificate holder’s representations that the
probability of catastrophic blade failure is extremely low due to IEC 61400 design standards;
extreme loading and fatigue testing during manufacturing; and, compliance with previously
imposed site certificate conditions. Council previously imposed Condition PRE-PH-01 (IV.I.2) and
PRO-PH-01 (IV.I.4) requiring wind turbines to be equipped with self-monitoring devices and
vibration sensing equipment; and, that the certificate holder conduct regular wind turbine
inspection and maintenance activities during operations. Vibration-sensing equipment would
detect vibration caused by aerodynamic or structural flaws and would trigger equipment
shutdown in order to prevent tower or blade failure. Additionally, Council previously imposed
Condition PRO-PH-01 (IV.I.4) requiring that, prior to operation, the certificate holder submit to the
Department materials related to its operational safety-monitoring program; and, during
operations, conduct regular turbine and turbine tower component inspections and maintenance.
In the proposed order, the Department amended Condition PRO-PH-01 (IV.I.4) to provide the
Department an opportunity to review wind turbine tower and blade inspection and repair and
maintenance activities, and evaluate causal factors in the event of tower or blade failure during
operations. If the causal analysis identifies that tower or blade failure was preventable by the
certificate holder, the Department maintains authority to issue citation of corrective actions or
violation of the site certificate. The amended condition, as presented in the proposed order, is
provided below (underline text represents material changes from the draft proposed order to
proposed order, in response to Ms. Gilbert’s comment on the record of the draft proposed order):
Amended Condition PRO-PH-01: Prior to operation, the certificate holder shall:
a) Ssubmit to the Department materials or other documentation demonstrating the facility’s
operational safety-monitoring program and cause analysis program, for review and
approval. The program shall, at a minimum, include requirements for regular turbine blade
and turbine tower component inspections and maintenance, based on wind turbine
manufacturer recommended frequency.
b) The certificate holder shall document inspection and maintenance activities including but
not limited to date, turbine number, inspection type (regular or other), turbine tower and
blade condition, maintenance requirements (i.e. equipment used, component repair or
replacement description, impacted area location and size), and wind turbine operating
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status. This information shall be submitted to the Department pursuant to OAR 345-0260080 in the facility’s annual compliance report.
c) In the event of blade or tower failure, the certificate holder shall report the incident to the
Department within 72 hours, in accordance with OAR 345-026-0170(1), and shall, within
90-days of blade or tower failure event, submit a cause analysis to the Department for its
compliance evaluation.
[Final Order on ASC, Condition IV.I.4; Final Order on AMD4; AMD5]
Moreover, Council previously imposed Condition GEN-PH-01 (IV.I.8) establishing minimum
setback distances from public road rights-of-way (minimum right-of-way width of 60-feet) and
from the nearest boundary of the certificate holder’s lease area, which based on total wind
turbine blade-tip height equates to a distance of 715 feet; and, establishes a setback distance of
1,320 feet from the nearest residence. The 1,320 foot setback distance from wind turbines to
residences, as required per Condition GEN-PH-01(b) (IV.I.8), provides a greater setback distance
than is requested by Ms. Gilbert. While the existing setback to roads is less than that requested by
Ms. Gilbert, the Department considers that the existing and recommended amended condition
are sufficient to minimize the risk of potential catastrophic tower and blade failure and does not
consider the referenced study to represent a new impact specific to the facility, with proposed
changes, that warrants differing setbacks.
For the reasons described above, the Department recommends Council find that Ms. Gilbert’s
Issue 4 does not raise a significant issue of fact or law that may affect the Council’s determination
that the facility, with proposed changes, satisfies the requirements of the Public Health and Safety
for Wind Energy Facilities standard.
Irene Gilbert Contested Case Issue 5
“The survey areas are not adequate to include all impacts.”
*Additional discussion was included with this issue in the request, which is not included for
brevity. See Attachment 1 of this Supplemental Staff Report for the complete request.
Recommendation: Council find Issue 5 was properly raised on the record
After reviewing Ms. Gilbert’s written and oral comments, the Department agrees that Ms.
Gilbert’s Issue 5 was provided in a comment on the record of the draft proposed order (Comment
6). Ms. Gilbert’s comment identified the Council’s Fish and Wildlife Habitat and Threatened and
Endangered Species standards and expressed a concern related to the adequacy of preconstruction survey areas to inform the extent of potential impacts to habitat, wildlife and
wetlands. Therefore, the Department recommends Council find that because the issue was raised
on the record of the draft proposed order with sufficient specificity and is within Council’s
jurisdiction, the issue was properly raised.
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Recommendation: Council find that Issue 5 does not raise a significant issue of fact or law that
may affect the Council’s determination
This issue, as raised in Comment 6 on the record of the draft proposed order, was addressed in
Section III.H. Fish and Wildlife Habitat, III.I, Threatened and Endangered Species III.Q.2. RemovalFill of the proposed order. In her request, Ms. Gilbert does address the evaluation of Comment 6
as presented in the proposed order, but expresses a belief that pre-construction surveys, as
required by previously imposed site certificate conditions, do not include sufficient setbacks nor
include all areas of temporary and permanent disturbance.
As described in the proposed order, Council previously imposed Conditions PRE-DC-02 (III.C.1),
PRE-TE-03 (IV.L.3), and PRE-CJ-02 (Removal Fill Condition 1) requiring that, prior to construction,
the certificate holder conduct field-based surveys, according to protocols reviewed and approved
by the Department in consultation with ODFW, to confirm habitat and presence of threatened or
endangered species, and a wetland delineation survey, respectively. The area to be included in
these pre-construction surveys, as referenced by the conditions, includes all areas temporarily
and permanently affected by construction and operation of facility components. [Emphasis
added]. The existing conditions require the certificate holder to obtain approval of the habitat and
threatened and endangered species survey protocols prior to completing the surveys, but
reference a protocol provided in the ASC Exhibit P which previously established survey area
buffers extending 750-feet from 500-feet (or 1,250-ft) of wind turbines and existing roads, and
buffers extending 750-feet from new roads.
The assessment of appropriate survey buffers, and evaluation of potential changes to the
previously established buffers, will be evaluated prior to construction and confirmed by the
Department and ODFW. It is not clear whether Ms. Gilbert expressly has concerns regarding the
adequacy of the above-referenced conditions; however, because the pre-construction survey
areas for habitat, threatened and endangered species, and wetlands must include all areas to be
temporarily and permanently affected by facility components, and habitat and species survey
buffer areas will be reviewed and established based on ODFW recommendations, the Department
recommends that the Council find that Ms. Gilbert’s Issue 5 does not raise a significant issue of
fact or law that may affect the Council’s determination that the facility, as amended, meets an
applicable standard.
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Irene Gilbert Contested Case Issue 6
“Impacts to birds and bats must continue to be monitored through the duration of the life
of this project.”
*Additional discussion was included with this issue in the request, which is not included for
brevity. See Attachment 1 of this Supplemental Staff Report for the complete request.
Recommendation: Council find Issue 6 was properly raised on the record, modifications in the
request should not be considered
After reviewing Ms. Gilbert’s written and oral comments, the Department agrees that Ms.
Gilbert’s Issue 6 was provided in a comment on the record of the draft proposed order (Comment
7). Ms. Gilbert’s comment expressed a concern related to potential impacts to bird and bat
species from the increase in rotor swept area from the proposed larger wind turbines, and
requested, under ORS 469.507, that the certificate holder be required to conduct wildlife surveys
and fatality monitoring for the life of the facility. Therefore, the Department recommends Council
find that because the issue was raised on the record of the draft proposed order with sufficient
specificity and is within Council’s jurisdiction, the issue was properly raised.
In her request for Issue 6, in response to the OAR 345-027-0071(6)(d) requirement to provide a
statement describing why Council should determine that the issue justifies a contested case, Ms.
Gilbert modifies the issue as raised on the record of the draft proposed order by referencing the
Council’s Fish and Wildlife Habitat standard (OAR 345-022-0060), Threatened and Endangered
Species standard (OAR 345-022-0070), and Cumulative Effects for Wind Energy Facilities standard
(OAR 345-024-0015). As previously noted, the Department recommends Council not allow the
request to modify the issue as raised on the record of the draft proposed order.
Recommendation: Council find that Issue 6 does not raise a significant issue of fact or law that
may affect the Council’s determination
This issue, as raised in Comment 7 on the record of the draft proposed order, was addressed in
Section III.H. Fish and Wildlife Habitat of the proposed order. In her request, Ms. Gilbert does not
address the evaluation of her comment within the proposed order. In the proposed order, it is
described that the changes proposed in RFA5, specifically the proposed larger wind turbines, may
pose additional avian collision risk due to the larger rotor-swept area from the longer turbine
blades and taller hub height. Council previously imposed Condition OPR-FW-05 (IV.M.11) requiring
the certificate holder to, during operations, implement a Wildlife Monitoring and Mitigation Plan
(WMMP).
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Consistent with Ms. Gilbert’s comments, the WMMP includes short-term and long-term surveys
to evaluate wildlife impacts. Specifically, the WMMP requires that the certificate holder conduct
raptor nest surveys for 5-year intervals for the life of the facility. The WMMP also requires that
the certificate holder conduct a short-term post-construction bird and bat fatality monitoring
study (including 16 surveys per year, for two years) and an avian use and behavior study, both of
which will provide important data that can be used in adaptive management. Results of the bird
and bat fatality monitoring study would be compared against the WMMP’s thresholds of concern
for bird and bat species that, if exceeded, would require the certificate holder to implement
additional mitigation if determined appropriate. The Department recommended in the draft
proposed order that Council amend the draft WMMP to clarify that if any mitigation is required for
a threshold of exceedance, that the mitigation be approved through amendment of the WMMP by
Council. Additional mitigation could include long-term fatality monitoring studies, as Ms. Gilbert
requests, or other mitigation as deemed appropriate, through Council review, as sufficiently
benefiting the affected species.
As described in the proposed order, ORS 469.507 requires the establishment of programs for
monitoring the environmental and ecological effects of the construction and operation of an
energy facility. The statute, however, does not identify or require specific monitoring programs,
nor establish a specific duration for which monitoring programs be implemented. The Council has
implemented the statutory requirements of ORS 469.507 in part through OAR Chapter 345
Division 26 rules. OAR Chapter 345 Division 26 rules establish requirements for a certificate holder
to develop and implement a plan for complying with each site certificate condition; and, establish
reporting and incident notification requirements for certificate holders. Condition OPR-FW-05
(IV.M.11) was imposed to ensure compliance with OAR Chapter 345 Division 26 rule.
Based on the above-described analysis, the Department recommends that the Council find that
Ms. Gilbert’s Issue 6 does not raise a significant issue of fact or law that may affect the Council’s
determination that the facility, as amended, meets an applicable standard.
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Attachment 1: Request for Contested Case
(Ms. Gilbert/Friends of Grande Ronde Valley)

ESTERSON Sarah * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

ott.irene@frontier.com
Friday, October 12, 2018 3:51 PM
ESTERSON Sarah * ODOE
CORNETT Todd * ODOE; BENNER Janine * ODOE; Albert J. Farmer
CONTESTED CASE REGARDING GOLDEN HILLS AMENDMENT REQUEST 5
golden contested case request amendment five.docx; golden contested case request
amendment five adendum.docx

Sarah:
I hope you are in receipt of my request for contested cases on several issues related to the above amendment. I
sent material by hard copy due to concerns that I did not have access to a scanner to include attachments. ]
I am also sending this to assure that you receive my written comments and an addendum to provide additional
support for my requests.

1

Contested Case Request regarding Golden Hills Wind Project, Amendment 5 Addendum
*Received from Ms. Gilbert in email on October 10, 2018

To: Sarah Esterson, Senior Siting Analyst
From: Irene Gilbert, Legal Research Analyst
Friends of the Grande Ronde Valley
2310 Adams Ave.
La Grande, Oregon 97850

October 10, 2018

Contested Case Request regarding Golden Hills Wind Project, Amendment 5 Adendum
This document is to be included with the hard copy you should have received today. Due to the number
of attachments and the fact that my scanner was not working, I sent the information I had completed by
overnight carrier. This additional information forms the entire document regarding my requested case
requests: also as the person representing the Friends of the Grande Ronde Valley.

Issues (Additional information regarding contested case issues:
1. Due to the potential for damage to the water table from the weight and vibration of these wind
turbines, the developer needs to provide pre-construction surveys of water depth and quality and
monitor post construction impacts.
In the justification for ignoring my suggestion during the comment period, the Oregon Department of
Energy indicated they had previously required a general requirement that would minimize the potential
for aquafer collapse due to blasting. These site certificate conditions do not address all my concerns.
The greatest risk will be the vibration combined with the weight of the planned turbines. The
compressive forces these wind generators will be exerting on the soil and rock structure below them will
be significant enough to break down the routes that ground water flows and impacts can be expected
to increase over time.
The dismissal of the concerns by stating that the Oregon Department of Energy and Energy Facility Siting
Council rules do not require consideration of impacts to private wells as stated on Page 75 of the
Proposed Order is offensive at best and also ignores the groundwater system in the Columbia Basin. I
have provided documents showing that the flow of ground water in the Columbia Basin is complex and
interconnected. By all rights,you should be requiring monitoring for an extended area, and certainly at
a minimum, it is likely that any negative impacts will extend to the Town of Morro and any others in
proximity to the wind development which rely upon wells to provide water to the citizens and which will
be at risk due to the gargantuan size and weight of these towers. These impacts need to be addressed
under several rules and statutes: 1. The Public Services Standard due to impacts to wells, both public
and private. 2. The Structural Standard OAR 345-022-0020 Structural Standard which requires " (c) The
applicant, through appropriate site-specific study, has adequately characterized the potential geological
and soils hazards of the site and its vicinity that could, in the absence of a seismic event, adversely
affect, or be aggrivated by, the construction and operation of the proposed facility, and (d) The applicant
can design, engineer and constryct the facility to avoid dangers to human safety presented by the
hazards identified in subsection (c)."
I read this to mean that absent ongoing monitoring to assure the development does not result in well
contamination or loss, , the developer would be required to have an engineer model the potential
impacts of each turbine given the soil and geological makeup of each site and model the impacts of the
vibration in combination with the weight of each turbine. 3. OAR 345-022-0022 Soil Protection standard

which requires the Council to find that the design, construction and operation of the facility, taking into
account mitigation, are not likely to result in a significant adverse impact to soils including, but not
limited to, erosion and chemical factors such as salt deposition from cooling towers, land applicant of
liquid effluent and chemical spills. If you read the attachments I provided regarding studies of the
Columbia Basin ground water, you will find that the creation of fizures can mean that one layer of water
which is poluted can move into another level causing it to become unsafe. Also, any polutants on the
soil surface can access the water table through the ground impacts of the turbine bases.. 4. ORS
469.500 specifically mentions "Protection of public health and safety, including necessatry safety devices
and procedures and the ability of the local communities to provide water.
There is no requirement in the site certificate that would address how turbines of the size and weight
of those proposed would impact the soils and groundwater in the area of the turbines given the
intertaction of soil, underlying rock structures, water movewment with the weight and vibration that
will occur when the turbine blades are actively moving..
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING THE FAILURE TO ADDRESS TRIBAL REQUESTS
The Oregon Department of Energy failed to make a legitimate effort to obtain and respond to concerns
of the tribes, who are the "experts" in treaty rights, wildlife and historical issues. The failure to use
these resources amounts to a failure to show with a preponderance of evisdence that this development
meets the site certificate standards. The fact that the tribes requested specific information as a result of
their concerns indicates that there are serious questions regarding whether or not the application for
this amendment should be approved. Certainly, there is a lack of information which would allow an
evaluation of multiple standards including the Public Service Standard, Safety and Health, Habitat
Impacts and more.
The Oregon Department of energy responded to this comment by saying that they were not required to
address concerns of the tribes. They also stated that the tribes would have to identify specifically what
resource might be damaged. See Page 64 of the Proposed Order on Request for Amendment 5. In
addition, this page fails to reflect the requests from the tribes which were ignored. These requests
would have lead to specific recommendations based upon the information provided if it had been
provided.
My step daughter and I find it unbelievable that the Oregon Department of Energy does not find it
necessary to address issues of the tribes because they do not believe there is a specific rule requiring
them to do so.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING TO INADEQUATE SETBACKS
The site certificate should at a minimum follow the recommended setback obtained from the turbine
manufacturer, if any are provided. If not, the setbacks need to be a minimum of 1 1/2 times the total
height of the turbine, which is the standard given by at least one turbine manufacturer as previously
documented.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING THE FAILURE TO REQUIRE SURVEYS TO IDENTIFY ALL IMPACTS,
DIRECT AND INDIRECT OF THE DEVELOPMENT
The survey areas are not adequate to include all impacts.
The relevant statute and rules are ORS 469.507 and OAR 345-022-0060 Particularly troubling is the
limitation to just the footprint of laydown areas, new substations and mitigation areas and existing
roads. The minimum survey area for all facility components needs to be the setbacks required for

turbine developments in locations where there raptor nests, and all other setbacks for wildlife, noise,
wetlands, turbines, etc.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING FAILURE TO PROVIDE NECESSARY MONITORING OF WILDLIFE
IMPACTS
CONTESTED CASE ISSUE Impacts to birds and bats must continue to be monitored through the duration
of the life of this project. Rules relating to this issue are:
ORS469.507 and OAR 345-022-0060 and OAR 345-022-0070
My original comments regarding this issue which continue to be relevant should have resulted in a
change in the site certificates to require monitoring of impacts for the life of the project. When the
developer states that there is a lack of data regarding the wildlife impacts which was stated during the
determination of the legitimacy of my request, and the Oregon Department of Energy and Energy
Facility Siting Council refuse to adhere to the statute and rule requiring monitoring of impacts for the life
of the project, it smacks of an abuse of power. Absent a method of monitoring what impacts will be, the
site certificate amendment needs to be denied as no decision can currently be made regarding how
extensive the damages will be. The current site certificate requiring one pre-construction and one postconstruction survey avoids the requirement to determine cumulative impacts of the development as
required by OAR 345-024-0015. This requirement is the only method that can document that any
mitigation proposed is effective, or if the increased turbine size, area of rotor sweep and larger height
and reduction of ground clearance is causing unsustainable damages to wildlife. Absent documentation
of the impacts, the site certificatre amendment cannot be approved as there is no documentation
regarding the cumulative impacts this development will have.
Please provide the language of this additional information in support of my requests for contested cases
in their entirety including the previously submitted comments.
Irene Gilbert, Legal Research Analyst
Friends of the Grande Ronde Valley
2310 Adams Ave.
La Grande, Oregon 097850
e-mail: ott.irene@frontier.com

Cover Sheet added by the Oregon Department of Energy (Department)
Notes to Council:



The following information was included in the Request for Contested Case Proceeding on
Proposed Order on Golden Hills Wind Project Request for Amendment 5 (request)
As noted in the Supplemental Staff Report, the Department recommends that unless the Council
elects to reopen the record of the draft proposed order, that the contents of the attached
information not be considered in the Council’s evaluation of issues raised in the request

Attachment 2: Comments on Draft Proposed Order
(Ms. Gilbert/Friends of Grande Ronde Valley)

